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Just one more five star review for any doubters out now there! The back cover has a large tear
through half of it. And I am not sure that I could really add much from what was already
said.Fast forwards a couple of decades…. I bought the trilogy ["Fairytale Gal", "Martha's Vineyard"
and "A Fine Romance" ] together as I didn't discover them until they had all been released. These
books certainly are a huge departure from Susan Branch's celebrated cookbooks and frankly I
wasn't expecting to love them just as much as I did. But twenty pages in to the first one I was
smitten; So excellent. (I 'needed' to learn what happened following!)This second quantity is total
magic. If you’re a enthusiast of Susan’s or are someone who is motivated by “beginning over”
stories, then I highly recommend this publication – it’s a genuine gem. But I have always wanted
to experience it for myself in person and this book let me do that as closely as I possibly could
without actually being there. Five Stars my favorite author love it Artwork for the story's sake. I
sensed like her finest friend as I read through the pages, something that many authors possess
attempted to evoke within their composing but have failed to perform. Interspersed throughout
are her utterly charming water color pictures which are really worth one thousand words!
Honestly, I just can't say more than enough about any of it. I hated for it to get rid of; I was so
influenced by her home improvements that I made a greenhouse afterwards. It influenced me, it
encouraged me. it had taken me out of my own little life's body of reference and most of all it
made me like New England a lot more than I already did. A few of them I have focused on
memory because I think they will help me, aswell.. A pleasant, lovely book This is my first Susan
Branch book, nonetheless it certainly will not be my last. There’s a real story here, full of sadness
and problems and beginning over. This book is certainly a pleasure to learn; the feel of it and the
ribbon bookmark bring back the joy of reading a "genuine" book again, after generally reading so
many books on my Kindle. But honestly, this is the kind of book that simply wouldn't work on the
Kindle. loved the reserve and also have bought others in this series. This is the story of Susan's
voyage of self-discovery after she leaves California after a damaged marriage and techniques to
Martha's Vineyard, the polar opposing of California. Amazing, delightful, ENCHANTING! I am
hoping that it will perform the same for you should you opt to go through it for yourself. I
laughed aloud at a few of her adventures and I treasured all the song lyrics aswell. I felt her
pleasure as she experienced the times of year for the first time in her lifestyle. And I especially
liked the rates by Gladys Taber, because she is another favorite author of mine. Thank you
Susan, it's a enjoyment reading your books!If you are an armchair traveler, an autobiography
lover, an admirer of artistic talent or even just a curious reader, I suspect that book is one you
may really enjoy. I'd give it 10 stars if I could! It's never too late to live your happily-ever-after!
Got it after reading in library. I had suffered a painful reduction and frankly was dreading the
forthcoming Christmas holiday, feeling as well overwhelmed by sadness to actually contemplate
celebrating anything. That little book seemed to speak to me, with its enchanting artwork and
inspirational rates. Each night I’d read a few pages and escape to Martha’s Vineyard and allow
myself to imagine a future where I might get one of these new recipe or decorating idea – it had
been very comforting. But right here I am -- writing 'yet another 5 star review' because I
definitely LOVED this book!What a lovely and unusual touch that this book is handwritten!
interested in what brought her to Martha’s Vineyard and how she got began writing. The book
was not at all what I expected. Don’t get me wrong – I thought it had been just wonderful – but in
some way I’d constantly imagined Susan living a charmed existence in an idyllic establishing, but
that’s not entirely the case. I was familiar with Susan's function from purchasing her calendars,
but I didn't understand she wrote such fantastic books. I'm so pleased to have found Susan
Branch and also have read this reserve, "Isle of Dreams".As a big fan of Susan’s books I was



excited to read “Isle of Dreams”; There are photos and a bit of Susan’s artwork, but most of all
this book is filled with center. I spent a snowy day immersed in this publication and completely
enjoyed myself. I've always loved New England despite the fact that I've only ever been generally
there once, on a magical trip to Maine one summer season with a child and two of my
granddaughters. Love the book Interesting trip of an author/illustrator Five Stars ANOTHER
WONDERFUL Tale FROM MY VERY Beloved AUTHOR AND ARTIST I'm so pleased to have found
Susan Branch and have examine this ... I loved how open up and honest (and frequently funny)
the narrative was, and I found myself completely lost in the descriptions of the changing periods
on the Vineyard and the development of Susan’s house from neglected small cottage to a warm
and cozy house. I adored reading her story, and I especially loved the quotes and nuggets of
wisdom she's sprinkled throughout the book. Now, I'll read "AN EXCELLENT Romance" and
looking forward to, "Heart of the Home" to arrive the mail soon.That is a book to be treasured
and reread again and again. Lovely book about loss and renewal. Loved the book. My
introduction to Susan Branch was back the mid-1990’s when I found one of her holiday keepsake
books on a whim. Simply a fantastic book. I especially liked the facts of how she bought and
redid a little cabin in the woods Large tear on the reserve cover These books are beautifully
written and especially in this case, the reserve cover is equally gorgeous. It seems almost
pointless to add yet another 5 star review to the many that are already posted. So Good! Anyone
who has lost a loved one, either thru divorce or loss of life, will recognize with her feelings and
try to build a new lease of life. I couldn't put it down and ended up reading it in a single evening.
No sluggish parts - everything she says here is fascinating therefore inspiring. in fact I plan on
reading it once again in the very near future. I love all the quotes, photos, and drawings. I came
across them extremely hard to put down and in fact stayed up way too late reading, even though
I emerged to the end of 1. Susan manages to capture so quite definitely of the ambiance of her
environment while at exactly the same time posting her personal story with techniques that are
poignantly endearing. I actually didn't expect to such as this book -- it had been recommended
by a friend -- because I thought it will be more art than tale. but I was wrong. It couldn't begin to
bring the stunning, colorful artwork and Susan's handwritten prose alive.
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